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June 2017 - Ken Morton and Pete Wagstaff erecting the new BBQ canopy ready for those inclement June days!! 
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Ken taking a well-deserved break from the hard work 
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Paul Thorne carefully placing a piece of timber 

to support the new roof 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Pete Wag completes work on the new roof for the gas store  
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BOYD POTTSBOYD POTTSBOYD POTTSBOYD POTTS    
 

 

You will all know by now that Boyd died peacefully in hospital on Sunday 17 September after being diagnosed with inoperable 

lung cancer in May this year.  Jenny was at his side during the final week. 
Jenny has now made arrangements for the funeral and would welcome all his caving friends who are able to come, so please spread 

the news around. 

The funeral will be on Tuesday, 10 October at 2pm at the village church (Christ Church) in Hulland Ward. 

This will be followed by refreshments in Hulland Ward Village Hall next door to the church - everyone is very welcome. 

(Close family will go to crematorium after the service and then return to the Village Hall). 

Please don't wear black or mourning. 

No flowers but donations in lieu to either DCRO or Cancer Research UK. 

 

As Editor of the Newsletter, I would very much like to put together a special edition Newsletter (assuming 

there is sufficient material) of reports and photos from Boyd’s long history with the Orpheus.  I would like 

to have this ready within the next month or so, so please send any contributions by email or post to me by 

31 October 2017.   Karen  
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UPDATES FROM THE HUT WARDENUPDATES FROM THE HUT WARDENUPDATES FROM THE HUT WARDENUPDATES FROM THE HUT WARDEN    
 

 

New BBQ Canopy 

The BBQ on the back of the cottage now has a roll-out canopy 

(with side supports stored in the bike store). 

This is thanks to Ken & Eileen for the donation of the canopy 

and Paul Thorne for the engineering of the mounting 

brackets). 

Pete Wagstaff 

Replaced Gas Store roof 

The old bitumen sheet roof above the bike and gas bottle store 

was slowly collapsing and has now been replaced with a 

plastic coated steel roof. 

Thanks go to Ken Morton, Paul Thorne and John ‘Coke’ 

Calcott for their help. 

Pete Wagstaff 

 

 

 

 

CO CLARE CO CLARE CO CLARE CO CLARE ––––    27 MAY TO 3 JUNE 201727 MAY TO 3 JUNE 201727 MAY TO 3 JUNE 201727 MAY TO 3 JUNE 2017    
 

 

With Jenny and Boyd pulling out of the trip at the very last 

minute, once again it was just Paul, Keith and myself (Karen) 

heading for Holyhead on Saturday, 27 May to stay in Doolin 

once again.  This time we were joined for a few days by 

Simon Brooks and Oana Chachula, who were staying with 

Robin Sheen, a local caver originally from Nottingham. 

 

Sunday, 28 May 2017 – Cullaun 2 

We were up 09:00ish and had breakfast and after a read and 

tea drinking session, set off for Cullaun 2.  We parked and got 

changed while listening to a cuckoo. 

It was dry and cool but quite warm when the sun was out as 

we set off for the cave.  I was careful to keep my left foot flat 

while walking or scrambling around in the cave due to the sore 

Achilles tendon. 

Tony Seddon had told Keith that the climb down to the sump 

was now P bolted when he was talking to him to buy some 

more rope for the Club, so we brought a 20m rope to rig it and 

also wore SRT kit. 

We met a group of three cavers on the way out in the cave, 

one of whom seemed to be leading the trip as he wore clothing 

with the same logo as that on a van also parked in the car park. 

There was a rope rigged on the pitch and Keith also rigged our 

rope.  As Karen followed on the short, awkward traverse, it 

was obviously equipped with anchors which were too low, 

especially as there were some small ledges for the feet higher 

up.  The traverse led to a Y-hang. 

The pitch dropped around 8 metres to a small chamber and 

then a sump a short distance away, so rather than risk further 

injury to my tendon, I waited at the top. 

They were soon back and we headed back to the surface. 

After changing we stopped for a bit of shopping in 

Lisdoonvarna and coffee and cake in a hotel cafe. 

TUG:  2 hours – Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher & Paul Lydon 

Paul Lydon 

Sunday, 28 May 2017 – The Fergus River 
        Cave 

Rumour had it that if ever you get a chance to visit Fergus 

River Cave it is better to go with someone who knows the 

way. 

Sunday 28 May 2017 proved just the opportunity when Robin 

Sheen, with whom we were staying, announced that it was 

only 2kms from his house, it was dry (the cave floods) and he 

was available.  Joined by Brian Cotter a local caver from 

Ennis (and someone with whom I have caved with in India), 

Robin, Oana and I set off into the cave. 

The first 200m or so is largely crawling whereupon we 

reached the 'Nick'.  A tight vertical squeeze that is as far as a 

good number of people get.  This awkward little obstacle was 

soon passed and we quickly reach the impressive Shingle 

Cavern, a short crawl led to the equally impressive Block 

Chamber and so on.  The crawls were generally comfortable, 

the chambers big (frequently wide beddings) and the whole 

cave quite well decorated.  We stopped at the impressive 

chamber known as The Stack Room where we turned around 

and headed out, due to the fact we had a dinner date that 

evening. 

All in all an interesting cave, quite unlike anything else I have 

done so far on the Burren Area.  Well worth a visit, especially 

if a local guide can be found. 

Simon Brooks & Oana Chachula 

Simon Brooks 

Monday, 29 May 2017 – Poll Na Grai 
      (or Poulnagree) 

Karen, Paul and I drove to the parking place where we were 

entertained by hares messing around while waiting for Simon 

and Oana to turn up.  The weather was being kind, and we 

were soon kitted up and at the entrance. 

The entrance series, steeply descending with numerous 

interesting climb-downs, was more tricky than I remembered, 

maybe some of the blocks had moved since we last entered a 

couple of years ago.  Paul had injured his Achilles tendon 

before coming away, and decided at this point to exit rather 

than injure it further. 

It wasn’t long before we reached the crawling section, hands 

and knees normally in a foot or more of water.  Ireland was 

very dry this year though, and the water was mostly only a 

couple of inches deep – bonus! 

The next section, where the rift height is gained once again, 

was fairly straightforward, just some slightly snug sections to 

scrape along, with some nice curtains and straws in the roof.  
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This section is always longer than I remember, and after a time 

we arrived at the point where the high level roof traverse 

starts.  Myself, Simon and Oana decided to go to the terminal 

sump, Karen deciding she’d seen it one too many times 

already! 

The traverse was strange in being mainly hands and knees 

crawling, before widening slightly, forcing us to traverse 

normally along slippery edges with wedging needed, as no 

actual ledges existed.  Not difficult but strenuous, resulting in 

Oana returning to Karen, leaving myself and Simon to 

continue.  I made a mental note to walk in the bottom of the 

rift and climb up into the traverse at a widening, but didn’t 

fancy climbing down just in case I couldn’t get past a 

restriction and then couldn’t get back onto the traverse. 

Once off the traverse, a few minutes of pleasant walking led to 

Sump1, which could be bypassed by a short muddy crawl to 

Sump2.  Not wanting to get completely covered in mud for 

basically no reason, we retraced our steps, following the floor 

of the rift at the start of the traverse instead of climbing up.  

This did indeed save us quite a bit of time, the climb up where 

the rift became too tight being awkward, but not too bad. 

After picking up Oana and Karen again, steady progress was 

made to exit into pleasantly warm sunshine.  After getting 

changed we decided to have a pint of Guinness in a local pub 

near the sea shore, a great end to an entertaining caving trip. 

TUG:  3.5hrs - Keith Slatcher, Simon Brooks, Oana Chachula, 

Karen Slatcher & Paul Lydon. 

Keith Slatcher 

Tuesday, 30 May 2017 – Poulnagollum to 
       Poulelva 

Paul parked on the road near Poulelva and Keith and I 

kitted/semi-kitted up and walked down.  We went through a 

small gate, but it’s still possible to climb down if you know 

where to do so.  While Keith rigged the pitch, I hung around 

out in the field avoiding the resident midges.  We then walked 

back to the car and Paul drove along to the main near 

Poulnagollum to await Simon and Oana.  We finished kitting 

up and agreed that Simon and Oana would go down Poulelva 

and we would go down Poulnagollum and do an exchange.  

Paul had already decided he would go in and out of 

Poulnagollum. As we were all ready, we set off, leaving 

Simon and Oana still kitting up. 

Poulnagollum to Poulelva – It took Paul a little while to get 

down Elephant Poo Slab because of his ankle, but once down 

we set off at a nice steady pace along the streamway.  Meeting 

the other stream we turned downstream.  After the chest-deep 

bit, Paul came with us through the crawling section – I always 

forget this! – to the stooping section and we then left him to 

return.  I sent Keith off in front and after a short stooping 

section we were back into walking passage for a few feet until 

the right turn into the Poulelva passage.  Apart from the initial 

junction, it really is just a case of following your nose and 

before long we arrived at the rift, up the awkward hole, up the 

boulders, over the traverse, along a bit, through the awkward 

squeeze and the last grovel and we were out in Poulelva Pot.  

There was absolutely no sign of Simon and Oana and by this 

time I was beginning to wonder if they couldn’t find the 

entrance.  I took my mostly empty personal bag and Paul’s 

SRT kit and prusiked out, closely followed by Keith.  The pot 

was beautiful with all the ferns and mosses and sunlight 

filtering down through steam as the sun warmed plants up – 

really pretty. 

TUG: 2½ hours – Keith Slatcher & Karen Slatcher 

We arrived back on the surface, shouldered our loads and 

clambered up the limestone bench into the upper field.  As we 

looked across, we could see a van and Simon and Oana talking 

to the occupant, who turned out to be the farmer, who had just 

pointed out “the two yellow people” (us) coming up the field.  

They’d spent two and a half hours wandering all over the 

valley because Simon thought we’d parked near Poulelva, 

rather than Poulnagollum – whoops!  We got changed and left 

them to go sploshing in Poulnagollum. 

Poulnagollum - Paul Lydon and later Simon Brooks & Oana 

Chachula 

Karen Slatcher 

Wednesday, 31 May 2017 – Oughtdarra Area 
       & Robbers Den 

The weather thus far had been great and it was deemed too 

good to go underground so Robin offered to take Oana and I 

on a walk from the top of the hill down to the coastal flats in 

the Oughtdarra Area, visiting a few points of interest on the 

way. 

The first of these was an impressive wedge tomb, quite intact 

yet devoid of the tourist hordes. 

Descending yet another inland cliff (remnants of a time when 

sea levels were much higher) we battled our way through the 

scrub to reach 'Robber Den' with its wonderful view out over 

the bay.  Originally a settlement site for early man this modest 

cave had been significantly extended by Robin and Co only a 

few years back. 

We then wandered down through limestone cliffs to reach the 

Oughtdarra Resurgence.  An interesting site and possible 

resurgence of Poulnagree, as well and being a dig site of 

Robin's and Quentin Cowper. 

We then played with the massive erratics on the coastal plan 

and skirted around the 'Fairy Hill' as the Fairies are reputed to 

be malevolent and it was getting well past ‘let’s go to the pub’ 

time, anyway.  Then finally back along the lane to where we 

had left one of the cars - a brilliant day out. 

Simon Brooks & Oana Chachula 

Simon Brooks 

Wednesday, 31 May 2017 – Ailwee Show 
        Cave 

Before we went away, Keith had mentioned in passing to 

Tony Seddon that we were going to Co Clare and had agreed 

to bring over some batteries for caving lights that couldn’t be 

posted and delivering them to Ailwee Show Cave.  We had 

been told that by acting as couriers, we would get a trip around 

the show cave – bonus! 

When we arrived, we were also given a free cream tea before 

we joined the next tourist group.  It was actually quite 

interesting, the fact that the farmer who originally discovered 

the place only did so because his dog chased a rabbit down a 

hole.  Then after 33 years, in 1973 he mentioned it to a group 

from UBSS and they explored further.  After the tour through 

the cave proper, we walked back along the mined tunnel that 

enables them to have more than one group in the place at a 

time. 

So even on our ‘day-off’ we still ended up underground! 

Karen Slatcher 
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Thursday, 1 June 2017 - Faunarooska 

This whole trip is much more strenuous than I remember and 

there’s rarely a bit of passage that’s comfortable walking for 

more than a few feet, for one reason or another. 

Paul left about 2/3rds of the way along the initial streamway, 

before we got to the pretties.  As the passage dropped into the 

section with the coral, it became awkward to negotiate, but 

then the decorations started and they’re really good.  

Unfortunately they mean that you end up crawling in a number 

of places to get past them. 

We met a boulder choke and a short-ish section of clambering 

over boulders, before dropping down a small waterfall into 

larger passage, completely with treacherously slippy cobbles.  

Past that more boulder clambering and you come to the big 

mound of moonmilk stuff.  We went over this to the left and 

took the traverses until we caught up with Keith.  He and 

Simon descended the rift and disappeared for ten minutes or so 

and Oana and I sat chatting again. 

I was getting quite cold by the time they returned and set off 

slowly along the passage.  Keith caught me up and we made 

our way out.  At the entrance turn, he waited while I surfaced 

and took the shorter and more direct route back to the car! 

TUG:  4 hours – Karen Slatcher, Keith Slatcher, Simon 

Brooks, Oana Chachula & Paul Lydon. 

Karen Slatcher 

Friday, 2 June 2017 – Poll Dubh 

We were up again at 09:30 to a lovely sunny day of 15ºC with 

a light wind.  Leaving at around 10:45 we parked in the usual 

place and had an enjoyable trip in Poll Dubh. 

I managed to lose my footing while stepping into a pool of 

water below a small waterfall and fell into the pool face-down 

much to the amusement of the others and got a complete 

soaking. 

We went as far as the start of the crawling in Poll Dubh South 

and then retraced our route to climb up near the waterfall to 

follow the route through to Poll Dubh North. 

When we eventually got to the section where the passage 

narrows and you must climb up to begin traversing at higher 

level, I turned around rather than aggravating my tendon 

injury and then exited via the middle entrance. 

I followed a vague path through the woods and reached the 

fire-break between the 3rd and 4th telegraph poles and then 

walked back to the car to find Keith already there and with 

Karen just arriving behind. 

We stopped off at a coffee house in Lisdoonvarna again for 

coffee and cake and did some final grocery shopping before 

returning to Doolin to wash or hang out caving gear in the 

garden. 

TUG:  1¾ hours – Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher & Karen 

Slatcher 

Paul Lydon 

Friday, 2 June 2017 - Polnagollum  
    Coolarken & Boho Caves 

Needing to be back in Belfast for the early morning ferry on 

Saturday, we left the Burren and took the scenic route up to 

the Cavan Area in Fermanagh where we stayed with Michael 

Spigiel and his girlfriend, Michael being another explorer of 

Indian Caves. 

Supper at Michael's was followed by a tour of the area and a 

visit to Polnagollum Coolarken, an impressive tunnel ending 

after some 300m walking metres in a boulder choke.  With the 

proven resurgence being 1.8kms away it would be a good dig 

by any standards. 

Following this we made a traverse of Boho Caves before 

retiring to the infamous 'Linten Inn' in Blackrock for a 

Guinness or two.  A whistle stop tour by any standards but all 

looked good so a return must be made. 

Simon Brooks and Oana Chachula 

Simon Brooks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Small fossils on Doolin Beach  (Photos: Karen Slatcher) 
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TRIP REPORTSTRIP REPORTSTRIP REPORTSTRIP REPORTS    
 

 

Saturday, 1 April 2017 – Whalf Pipe 
      Climbing Shaft 

Paul started rigging and we did the same with Nic as we did 

with Oli and Amanda a few weeks ago.  I think I probably 

confused him to start with on the surface, but once he got 

underground he seemed to be fine.  Paul used the 60m rope to 

go right to the bottom of the pitches, so we had an extra 60m 

of rope that we took just in case!  We had a wander around at 

the bottom – the pool had dropped dramatically – and then 

started heading up.  Understandably with someone new and 

without a foot jammer, it was slow going, but I was de-rigging 

and I pretty much kept up with them all the way up, so it 

wasn’t that slow. 

TUG: 2 hours – Paul Lydon, Nic Wood & Karen Slatcher 

Karen Slatcher 

Sunday, 2 April 2017 – Giants Hole 

Oli and Amanda had been out for a trial trip a few weeks 

earlier but due to the poor weather had ended up on a Whalf - 

Hillocks exchange.  They wanted to try something a bit more 

‘cave-y’ so arranged to come out on the AGM weekend for 

another trip. 

With the AGM finished early, and the weather being OK, we 

set out for a Giant’s Round Trip using ladders.  Boyd’s knee 

was recovering slowly [after a knee replacement] and he 

wanted to get some gentle practice in so he joined us as far as 

Garlands Pot and spent some time climbing up and down the 

ladder while we pushed on. 

The Crabwalk was as long as ever, Oli and Amanda leading 

with some warnings to look out for The Vice.  As it turned out 

Amanda just walked through it but the rest of us took a short 

dip.  There was a handline down the slope before Razor-Edge 

Cascade which I hadn’t seen before.  On Oli asking which 

route to take down the cascade someone mentioned that 

sliding in the water was probably the most fun, so that’s what 

most people did. 

The water was quite low, so Comic Act Cascade wasn’t as wet 

as normal, and when we reached the downstream sump it was 

the lowest I’ve ever seen it.  We turned back to The Eating 

House, where the shower was still running so we did manage 

to get a little wet.  A variety of techniques were attempted on 

the climb but everyone made it up with little trouble. 

After a pause in Maggins Rift for a snack we pressed on back 

with a short deviation to look at the poached eggs and the 

connection to Oxlow.  No-one was tempted.  Then on through 

the Windpipe, which was also very low, only a damp ear for 

me this time. 

The traverse over the Crabwalk caused some nervousness, the 

section with flowstone walls doubly so.  Keith generously 

squished himself into the lower part of this traverse so that our 

new cavers could use him as an additional ‘step’ to get across 

confidently. 

The return to the surface went smoothly.  Doug looked at the 

possibility of free climbing routes across Garland’s Pot but 

chose the ladder in the end.  We were underground for around 

3 hours and Oli and Amanda had successfully exercised a 

good selection of caving-related phobias. 

Those present: Chris Jackson, Doug Hobbs, Keith Slatcher, 

Boyd Potts, Oli Forsythe and Amanda Linekar. 

Chris Jackson 

Friday, 14 April 2017 - Marble Steps 

During the ubiquitous Bernies breakfast, Karen and Paul 

explained that today would be the best day to do Marble Steps, 

as the Northern Pennine Club were going to be doing some 

photography in the main chamber, and also Gareth would be 

joining us tomorrow, and he hadn’t done Ireby Fell Caverns 

before, which would have been our other choice for today. 

The weather was fairly “Yorkshire”, ie miserable with drizzle 

and very low cloud.  After walking up the rough track and 

setting off across the moor, I could fully understand how 

people could get lost leaving Ireby Fell!!  We couldn’t even 

see the stand of trees Marble Steps is in until within about 

100ft of them. 

I had mentioned I wanted to try the Sidewinder route in, as 

we’d never done it before.  This entrance is the other side of 

the main shaft as you approach, access gained on a path on the 

left hand side. I was surprised to see no water at all running in 

the small stream, which was good as it is classed as the wet 

route.  Dave, a Pennine member, had mentioned that tacking a 

couple of hangers to use in spits added after the initial P bolt 

placements was a good idea, as in a couple of places it gets a 

bit scary on traverses.  After dropping the first section of a 

surprisingly roomy steeply descending steam passage, I 

understood what he meant.  The single P bolt on the opposite 

wall would have been a bugger to rig and get on/off, but using 

the spit as well, a perfectly positioned Y hang made things 

easy. 

A short meandering section soon led to a further pitch, which 

took time as I arsed about trying to work out which 

bolt/deviation combination would mean a sensible rig with no 

rub points.  I settled on 2 bolts on the wall with a deviation 

from an obvious knob of rock on the opposite wall. 

A traverse was soon encountered, easily rigged with the final 

Y hang dropping a short distance through a pretty snug slot to 

a single bolt rebelay and the hang into the main chamber.  I 

was announcing to the world how great the pitch was when, 

about 3m from the floor, the knot in the end of the rope 

popped out the bag.  Doh!  I managed to get off the rope by 

swinging round the corner onto some higher rocks, but when I 

looked at the tag on the rope it said 40m, not the expected 

60m!  Yes, I’d rigged the traverse using the wrong rope bag 

(and not bothered checking the rope length before starting, 

double Doh). 

Karen was already on the rebelay, so she came down too.  If it 

was just us, we would probably have left it at that and walked 

round into the very bottom of the chamber, but due to the 

photo team coming in after us who would want it fully rigged, 

I decided the only thing to do was go back up and re-rig the 

whole lot using the correct rope. 

After doing this, and continuing down using the 2 deviations, 

Karen had a problem in that the rope was now 5m above her 

head, with no chance of retrieving it.  She walked round 

anyway, Paul, who couldn’t fit through the slot, saying he was 

going to go out and come down the normal Gully Route that 
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we could hear the Pennine guys rigging.  A totally smooth, 

well-oiled team us lot!! 

Karen and I continued, soon met by 2 Pennine members, Tony 

Credland, known as TC, and new prospective member Chris, 

who were also interested in going to the bottom.  The rest was 

fairly uneventful, apart from when Karen set off up the “90” 

pitch only to have to come down again as she couldn’t get off 

the top.  I hadn’t left quite enough slack in the backup rope, 

and due to the very constricted nature, she couldn’t get back in 

the slot.  I went up, gave a bit more slack, and we all got back 

up without too much problem. 

Back in the main chamber, our ropes had already disappeared, 

so we came out the gulley route, derigging as we went.  It was 

still wet and pretty cold on surface, especially after waiting for 

all the derigging to be completed. 

TUG 4.5hrs – OCC: Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Paul 

Lydon, NPC: Tony Credland, Chris, Dave Wilson, 

Dewi Lloyd, Kat Hawkins, Richard Gledhill, Linda, Jean 

Brooksbank & Mark Rushton. 

Keith Slatcher 

Sunday, 16 April 2017 – Sunset Hole 

This was my second trip out with the Orpheus Caving Club 

and my first visit to Sunset Hole.  We all met up at Bernie’s 

around 10.00am for the statutory big breakfast and discussed 

options as the weather was being rather dubious.  About an 

hour later after some intense debate we headed off to Sunset 

Hole.  Having parked up and all changed into caving gear and 

SRT kit we stomped off across the Dales and through the mist 

and fog to Sunset Hole.  We were all inside before 12.00 noon 

which I’m told is quite a feat for the Orpheus.  Only just made 

it Paul coming through the entrance at about 11:58am! 

Once inside we had a nice easy walk through to the first pitch 

which Keith our rigger was setting up.  Being predominantly a 

Mendip caver as I am also with the Mendip Caving Group, I 

loved the easy walk through.  It was so nice to be able to move 

through a cave on my feet rather trying to crawl and slither all 

the way through. 

All went well with the small pitches which I have to admit I 

was a little nervous about, as I first learnt SRT techniques 

around 20 years ago but never really used them after that, until 

I met up with the Orpheus.  Not a lot of call for SRT on 

Mendip. 

I found the final forty-nine foot pitch an impressive sight 

straight down and nice and wide.  A pleasant journey down to 

the bottom, no tight squeezy bits, just wide open and clear I 

thought to myself.  And so it should have been.  Well 

everyone just sailed smoothly down it except for me.  My 

descent was unfortunately lest than smooth and I guess I could 

compare it with that of a learner driver trying to pull away in 

third gear!  I kind of kangarooed my way down to the bottom 

but eventually touched down with a soft landing and happy to 

say feet first and not head first.  I have to say it was a very 

embarrassing decent to the bottom.  I really do need to practice 

some more. 

Well having hit the bottom and rather to my disappointment, 

there was nothing else to do but turn around and go back up.  I 

was secretly hoping to be able wander off for a bit so I could 

psych myself up for the climb back up but it was not to be. 

Paul went up first and breezed it.  I was apprehensively next, 

but not before a kind member of the Orpheus, (Keith), retied 

my foot loop for me, as it had somehow become completely 

undone.  My next mission now I’m back home is to relearn my 

knots again.  So foot loop rebuilt I started my arduous climb 

back up the forty-nine foot pitch.  All went well for a little 

while until I lost my posture and went from vertical to 

horizontal.  From then on I was more pulling with my arms 

rather than pushing with my legs and had to stop several times 

just to let my arms recover.  Keith told me I did actually 

improve as I got near to the top.  Looking back I think this was 

a combination of sheer desperation to get off the pitch and 

pure excitement at finally seeing the top of the pitch.  Twenty 

years ago I went down Gaping Gill direct to the bottom and 

then came straight back up again without a hitch.  Really need 

to get my technique back again, I’m sure that’s all it was. 

Everything else after that was easy.  I even free climbed one of 

the small pitches as it just seemed easier than going the SRT 

route.  Water levels were very low though which made it easy. 

We were all out by around 2.00pm and made our way back 

across the Dales back down to the roadside.  As a gesture of 

my great appreciation I also offered to carry a tackle bag.  I 

felt it was the least I could do after the club had given me such 

a great experience and I know you were all very patient with 

me.  All changed and back to Bernie’s for a huge mug of 

lovely hot tea. 

All in all it was a great trip and I thoroughly enjoyed it, (apart 

from maybe the bottom pitch).  No actually it was a good 

experience and I certainly learnt from it.  I would like to say 

thank you to everyone in the group for your patience and 

understanding with me.  I hope I can join you again on some 

more trips as I’m sure I will improve with experience. 

TUG: 2 hours – Gareth Harrison, James Harrison, 

Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Nic Wood & Paul Lydon. 

Nic Wood 

Monday, 17 April 2017 - Aquamole 

We decided on a quick trip down Aquamole on Easter 

Monday, easily found in pleasant weather.  We were joined by 

my father, Tony, to give three generations caving together.  

Rigging next to the in-situ ropes, some turned back before the 

crawl whilst Keith and Gareth did a quick trip down the main 

aven pitch (worth seeing) to the sump. 

TUG: 2.5hrs - Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Paul Lydon, 

Gareth Harrison, James Harrison and Tony Harrison 

Gareth Harrison 

Saturday, 29 April 2017 - Rowten Hole 

From surface we started down the first hole we came to, 

boulder hopping from bolt to bolt until it was possible to drop 

onto a ledge around the end of the hole and begin to drop 

down the side towards the stream bed.  The last drop was onto 

seriously slippy rock and then a taut line from bolt to bolt from 

one side of the stream to the other, essential I would imagine 

in higher water conditions, although whether the rigger would 

get to it is debatable! 

Following the right hand wall of the passage along a short 

shelf, a short drop into a small pool led to more passageway, 

then another traverse astride the passage this time to another 

short drop.  From here the bolts led on another short traverse 

along the left hand wall to the head of a pitch above where the 

water was dropping to the main chamber of the cave.  The 

route then gradually traverses along and around the left hand 

wall, short drop by short drop, away from where the water was 
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falling.  Interesting little rebelays – about 5/6 of them – to the 

head of the main drop to the bottom of the main shaft proper. 

Looking back up, daylight spills in at various points through 

numerous holes, both from the Big Gully route and the main 

shaft route and Paul thought there were people following us at 

one point. 

Gareth took over the rigging from Keith at this point.  The 

water followed the ‘direct’ route off to the right, but in the left 

corner is a false floor with numerous small holes in it and a 

way on beyond the boulders.  Dropping down this, you don’t 

go to the obvious floor, you swing around a corner to a 

Y-hang and then a further swing to a Y-hand and a final swing 

around another corner (all airy and acrobatic) onto the start of 

an interesting traverse that follows the top of fossil passage.  

This is awkward in places as the bolts are up and down and all 

over the place and in one or two places, we had to just wedge 

in and drop.  The final shelf to the pitch-head is just the right 

size to sit on while you put your descender on the rope and a 

pleasant take-off, with a decent drop down to the bottom. 

Flood debris in the chamber was about 8 feet up, pretty 

sobering when you imagine the amount of water that could be 

landing there, considering it’s fossil passage in dry conditions.  

From there a short drop leads to where the water was falling 

today, across this pool and along a short section of passage 

and a dive line can be found at floor level, with another sump 

pool around the corner to the right. 

Once all six of us were down and chocolate bars and other 

snacks had been eaten, Paul headed off up, followed by Jean 

and then myself.  We made steady progress until I arrived 

back at the top of the main shaft on the big shelf and I watched 

Chris – a Pennine probationer - making steady progress up the 

rebelays.  When he got to the last one, he had a knitting 

problem and spent a couple of minutes sorting himself out 

before continuing up the last short section.  He passed me and 

headed for the next bag and Keith passed me as well as I 

waited for Gareth to finish de-rigging and pack the 50m rope 

into its tackle bag. 

Off again, I found Chris waiting for a bag and toddled 

carefully across the stream bed and started up the slippy 

section.  It wasn’t particularly easy with the tackle bag on my 

back and not particularly easy with it trailing behind me.  The 

traverse at the top was awkward as well and I had to use my 

hand jammer to haul myself and the bag up and along.  By the 

time I head the traverse around the end of the hole and the last 

couple of short bits, I was shattered and the bag and I were 

falling out, but I made it to surface and joined the other three 

sprawled on the grass as we waited for Chris and Gareth, who 

was de-rigging below. 

TUG:  5 hours – Keith Slatcher, Gareth Harrison, 

Karen Slatcher, Paul Lydon, Jean Brooksbank (NPC) and 

Chris Tomlin (NPC). 

Karen Slatcher 

Sunday, 30 April 2017 - Swinsto pull-
through 

Got back on Sunday evening from Yorkshire after a fantastic 

Kingsdale trip.  It was a pull-through trip in ‘Swinsto’ exiting 

via the Valley entrance.  I last did this trip twenty year ago but 

have never forgotten it.  It was every bit as exciting today as it 

was then.  The worst bit was the massive hike up the hill.  A 

short crawl and down the first pitch and then it was the 

dreaded 1,000 feet crawl through to pitch 2.  Definitely a knee 

pads job!  I wouldn't dream of doing it without them.  

Strangely enough nobody really wanted to go first through this 

part.  Once the rope has been pulled through from that first 

pitch there is no going back though.  As it turned out the crawl 

was not too bad really as water levels were quite comfortable 

on the day although it was pretty darn cold. 

There is an old saying among some SRT Veterans, “Get it 

wrong, you die!”  Well you get an extra level of complexity 

with a pull-through as both ends of the rope are dropped to the 

bottom of the pitch.  I learnt a new phrase that day, “Not the 

knot”.  Basically it's a reminder not to descend down the rope 

which has the knot at the top.  If you do the result is an 

extremely fast descent to the bottom of the pitch, at 

gravitational speeds, with a pile of rope descending on top of 

you to complete your burial!  I think somewhere around pitch 

3, I reached around a large boulder and grabbed hold of a rope.  

Keith who was keeping a watchful eye on me, reminded me 

that I need to take a look around the other side of the boulder, 

to see which side of the rope I was about to attach to!  

Whoops!  Thanks Keith, could have been a very fast ride to 

the bottom! 

Next two pitches were good and everyone down fairly quickly.  

The pitches come thick and fast with just a brief walk between 

them.  Pitch 5 is the big one with a nice wide ledge at the 

bottom.  Unfortunately the ledge does disappear under a 

cascade of water when the stream way gets heavy.  If you 

wander off the ledge then it's about another 60 to 70 feet 

straight to the bottom so best not to wander around too much! 

A couple more smaller pitches, although still good, and we 

were into a bit more walking stooping and crawling.  I was in 

about third place in the group, but lost sight of the two ahead 

of me. 

After coming to a junction I took a right turn into a muddy 

crawl which started to get tighter and tighter. After a few 

minutes, I started thinking to myself, “I don’t remember this 

part”.  Alison and Karen had dutifully followed along behind 

me.  We stopped and had a bit of a conversation about our 

rather dubious location.  I had to reverse squirm my way back 

out as there was no room for me to turn around in.  After 

backing out of the muddy crawl we then moved on through the 

correct passage way.  We met up with Keith and Gareth at the 

entrance to the Kingsdale Master system.  A quick wash down 

in the water and off we went again, through some nice walking 

passage. 

A short time later we walked into the Valley entrance where 

Paul had kindly rigged our exit.  A quick prusik up the rope 

and through a half empty duck and we finally exited out 

through the Pipe at the bottom of the hillside.  It was a hell of 

a hike up the hillside to the entrance but what a brilliant 

subterranean descent down through the caves of Kingsdale.  

An awesome trip and one that I would be very happy to do 

again anytime soon. 

TUG: 3 hours - Keith Slatcher, Nic Wood, Karen Slatcher, 

Gareth Harrison and Alison Avison (member of CRO and 

friend of a Northern Pennine Club member who joined us). 

Nic Wood 

Monday, 1 May 2017 – Ibbeth Peril Cave 

An excellent if a rather short trip. We made our way along the 

riverside from the car park to a very dry river bed and were 

soon clambering through the entrance after moving some 

branches and twigs out of the way. After a short crawl, we 

made our way through the large chamber and after a short 
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wander around clambered onto a very large block of stone by 

a ledge below a waterfall and a higher level. The others 

climbed up the awkward short climb to the waterfall and I 

went around the side of the chamber for a poke about and 

found an easy alternative to the awkward climb which would 

be awkward to climb back down as you would have to get 

across a large gap to regain the block. I waited for a while for 

the others to return and Karen joined me as we clambered up 

the easier alternative route and went as far as wet crawl nearly 

to the sump. 

When we returned to the large main chamber, there was no 

sign of Keith and Gareth, so after waiting 10 minutes or so, we 

assumed they had already exited the cave, so we headed for 

the entrance. There was still no sign of the other two by the 

entrance so Karen crawled back to main chamber. Again, still 

no sign so we returned to the surface to see if they had already 

exited and returned to the car park, but no. 

We climbed down to the river bed above the entrance and a 

few minutes later the other two popped out of the entrance 

below. They had been investigating a climb down through the 

boulders in the main chamber. 

TUG:  Karen Slatcher, Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon and Gareth 

Harrsion 

Paul Lydon 

Saturday, 13 May 17 - Ogof Draenen 

My day started with the schoolboy error of trusting satnav to 

find a club hut in the middle of nowhere, but still made it to 

Whitewalls for about 09.10, and surprised to see Keith already 

there (possibly an alarm clock malfunction?).  Everybody else 

had arrived on Friday night and was more or less breakfasted 

so it was just a case of waiting on folks being satisfied with 

their early morning bowel movements before committing to 

the 10 mile drive to the cave entrance. 

The weather was pleasant for the open air changing and people 

exchanged excuses for any poor caving (first time in years…., 

I’m not as fit as I was…, got a cold…, got a groin strain etc 

etc) before heading across the road.  Having been warned 

about people needing rescuing on the walk-in to the cave, I 

was pleasantly surprised at how quick and uneventful the walk 

was.  Keen to get going, I headed in first then began to regret 

it as the cave turned into what appeared to be a small drain. I 

sought confirmation of the way on but the only two that had 

been in before were at the back and out of earshot (laughing 

probably).  So continuing on down the scaffolding, the cave 

gave an early indication that it wasn’t going to let us through 

easily. 

Keith soon came up the outside and started leading from the 

front, finding his way to Tea Junction via Wonderbra passage 

– I’m pretty sure that whoever named that passage has never 

actually seen a Wonderbra.  Tea Junction was an impressive 

place and we could hear the streamway in the distance but 

turned the other way towards Lamb and Fox Chamber, then 

some committing traversing through Indiana Highway – 

“we’ve brought these cows tails, we might as well use them”. 

Somewhere around here Keith and Mike were putting the 

world to rights about hacking NHS computers and something, 

but I guess this was put on hold at the crawly bits coming up. 

St David’s Hall seemed to take an age to get to but the 

description of a flat roof was surprisingly accurate.  We 

stopped in this impressive chamber – apparently named after 

some place in Wales where they sing (apologies to Rob, I was 

listening at the time).  Once the group were back together, we 

read the description for Squirrel Rift – ‘follow the main 

passage’… what could go wrong there?? – and carried on.  It 

started off well but soon tested Keith and Pete’s memories. 

I’m not convinced we took the most direct route but we were 

relieved when Mike informed us confidently that we’d found 

the entrance to Wooden Spoon Passage.  Turns out that the 

sign saying ‘Wooden Spoon Passage’ was a contributing 

factor in his confident approach to route finding. 

Hywel made light work of the squeeze into Haggis Basher in 

front of me, and I was happy to follow his movements through 

this constriction.  It soon opened up and we met the streamway 

and an interesting hole in the wall soon posed a few questions, 

namely which part of our anatomy goes through first? 

Whether we chose head, legs or arse, we all dropped past a 

waterfall into the Sewer.  Shortly after, Pete and Mike took a 

few minutes in the streamway, getting squeezed, before the 

higher level traverse became obvious.  We were pleased to see 

the awkward descents were rigged with a rope but there were 

still a few awkward and amusing descents.  Faced with the 

duck ahead, I was struck with some unusual aquatic 

confidence and ploughed on ahead.  Mike followed on, then it 

turned out the climb to avoid the duck wasn’t as tricky as it 

looked and everybody else appeared over the top, and dry… 

for now! 

Agent Blorenge streamway seemed to go on forever but 

eventually joined Beyond a Choke.  It felt that the end was 

now in sight, but the Beyond a Choke passage turns out to be 

aptly named.  It promised so much with its wide, inviting 

sandy bed, but soon showed its true colours with choke after 

bouldery choke.  Along here, the group was beginning to get 

increasingly spread out, and after meeting up at yet another 

choke, it was agreed that a few of us would head straight out 

and sweet talk the Lamb and Fox into a few late meals.  The 

way out was quickly found from Tea Junction.  Turns out the 

second party weren’t too far behind and a perfectly average 

meal was had in the pub, minus a few that headed straight 

back to the Hut. 

An excellent trip all round, but a word of warning – watch out 

for the locals at the Chelsea who seem at first to be very 

friendly and welcoming, but when your guard’s down, they try 

to poison you with exotic, yet somewhat historic, liqueurs…. 

TUG:  8-9 hours (depending on who you are....) 

Keith Slatcher, Pete Wagstaff, Phil Wall, Mike Child, 

Mark Silo, Adam Geens, Rob Protheroe-Jones, 

Hywel Protheroe-Jones. 

Adam Geens 
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WHALF PIPE CLIMBING SHAFT 

Saturday, 1 April 2017 
Paul and I took potential new member, Dominic ‘Nic’ Wood 

(also Mendip CG) into Whalf Pipe as an SRT refresher.  He 

got on fine – it all seemed to come flooding back after 20 

years.  Had a good look around the system at the bottom and 

prusiked out again to sunshine instead of the forecasted rain. 

Tea and cake followed in the Smithy. 

TUG: 3 hours – Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher & Nic Wood. 

Karen Slatcher 

JH – LOWER BUNG STREAM 

Saturday, 1 April 2017 
Down JH down the main Leviathan pitches (not the bypass). 

Went downstream down to the Speedwell Canal, then down 

the Bunghole fixed ladder into the Bunghole stream.  Water 

level moderately high?  Bunghole ladder was visible but 

heavily doused in spray! 

Went downstream past the Egnaro Aven ladders into the 

Lower Bung Streamway.  This is a lively, powerful 

streamway, very slippery and full of deep, very irregular holes, 

often knee deep and sometimes chest deep!  I found it very 

hard work following this, trying not to go in chest deep as 

already chilled by the cold soaking endured in the Speedwell 

Canal.  Loads of submerged rocks. 

We followed the streamway as far as the Treasury Sump.  

Beyond here it gets lower and perhaps more intimidating (rain 

was forecast and water already seemed quite high!). 

We returned upstream, against the strong flow of water, 

followed by another cold dousing in the Speedwell Canal.  

Damned chilly really. 

Back up about 600ft of pitches, plus the lovely Cartgate crawls 

and we came out to a fine but chilly afternoon. 

TUG:  6 hours – Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher, Charles Bailey 

and Paul Thorne. 

Paul Thorne 

JH 

Saturday, 1 April 2017 
My Dad and I borrowed the ropes to go to the top of the 

second pitch.  I got out the entrance pitch without any 

problem, even though it was my biggest. 

TUG:  _ hours – James Harrison & Gareth Harrison 

James Harrison 

GIANTS ROUND TRIP 

Sunday, 2 April 2017 
A very nice lower water trip around Giants with 2 new 

prospective members to the club, Amanda and Oli.  Left the 

sunshine and into the cave with Boyd testing out his new knee, 

dropped down Garlands, ran down the Crab Walk, took a look 

at the sump – didn’t mention that Amanda’s light failed at 

Garlands Pot, so Keith swapped helmets with her and I loaned 

him my ‘OMM emergency Petzl light – which worked a treat 

(it is an emergency light, so it was pants for caving, but still 

much better than no light at all!).  Followed the steps of many 

before and soon reached a half empty Wind Pipe – very low 

water!  A Little unnerving on the traverses for Amanda, but 

she did it with ease really, clamber back down into the stream, 

back up Garlands and out into the evening sunshine. 

A great trip that always impresses! 

TUG: 4 hours – Doug Hobbs, Keith Slatcher, Chris Jackson, 

Amanda Linekar and Oli Forsythe 

Doug Hobbs 

WICC 

Wednesday, 26 April 2017 
Wish we had joined Phil at the theatre, because Oh No Choke 

is still hard work.  Managed to improve head height clearance 

and removed 10 buckets.  Out for 11:00, but the Bull in 

Monyash was closed!!  � 

TUG: - Pete Wagstaff & Simon Wynne 

Pete Wagstaff 

WICC 

Sunday, 30 April 2017 
Took Oxford Uni down to all the passages and digs, good all 

round trip.  Good to have volunteers to bring the battery up the 

shaft.  Spare battery put in, old one now on charge.  Replaced 

padlock on gated extensions. 

TUG: - Pete Wagstaff + OUCC 

Pete Wagstaff 

GIANTS HOLE 

Sunday, 7 May 2017 
Trip to top of Garlands and then into Upper Series (upstream 

of Garlands).  Only one other party in cave (not surprisingly at 

£3 a shot!!).  Nice trip back to hut and SRT practice for Kester 

– down Garlands next time – beautiful sunny day. 

TUG: - Simon & Kester Brooks 

Simon Brooks 

P8 

Saturday, 13 May 2017 
Paul and I took new temporary members Mark and Adam for a 

short trip in P8.  They both have a background in roped access 

work and Adam also climbs and boulders, while Mark has an 

army background and had done caving before.  They’re both 

confident and competent moving around underground and on 

ropes, so although they need info on caving etiquette and 

specifics on SRT, they were fine.  We visited both sumps and 

while Paul returned through Mud Hall, Mark and Adam 

followed me through the tubes and we climbed back up to the 

bottom of the ladder pitch.  Great trip! 

TUG:  2½ hours – Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher, Mark Finlay 

and Adam Lindley 

Karen Slatcher 

LATHKILL HEAD & RESURGENCE 

Friday, 26 May 2017 
Good dry period, we thought, for a Lathkill Cave through trip.  

No water sound or visible in the Waiting Room, but at the 

bottom of the boulder choke we encountered a trough of water 

leading to the start of the bedding plane crawl in the Tiger 3 
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passage.  Didn’t fancy kissing the roof and getting totally wet, 

we retreated.  Soon out to sunshine and two Forest of Dean 

cavers looking for a little caving adventure. 

So we descended the cliff face near badger holes on the top 

bank (how did they get permission to dig in a SSSI site?) and 

went in the river entrance together.  Crawled along to the rift 

where we descended the spiral and flat out crawled into water, 

which was across the passage touching the roof with no air 

movement at all.  Turned round and exited to a warm walk up 

to the car, while the Forest of Dean couple went to look at 

Cales Dale Cave. 

TUG:  3 hours – Paul Thorne & Pete Wagstaff. 

Pete Wagstaff 

WATER ICICLE 

Tuesday, 30 May 2017 
Tried to persuade Hope pitch in Cherty 2 to expand by 

removing spragged boulders.  Blasted one large rock and then 

crow-barred the remainder.  The hole is now large and needs 

re-rigging, but a lot safer to descend.  The slope still needs 

clearing of debris and maybe a scaffolding across just in case.  

Left a clean rope halfway down for the Charity pitch. 

TUG:  3 hours – Paul Thorne & Pete Wagstaff 

Pete Wagstaff 

OXLOW CAVERNS 

Saturday, 10 June 2017 
Arrived at Oxlow on wet morning to see at least 3 people 

going up the hill, plus another 2 just arrived.  Decided to give 

it a go, descending alongside an existing rope.  Waited at top 

of 2nd pitch to allow a uni student to exit wearing only 1 

welly, followed 5 minutes later by her friend with an extra 

one.  Thereafter a very slow descent down wet pitches waiting 

for OUCC beginners and rigger.  Chance to admire their 

carefully marked 1998 rope.  Eventually got to bottom and 

took quick look at last pitch of Maskhill. 

Had chocolate bars whilst waiting for OUCC to ascend 

(fortunately some exiting out of Maskhill).  Their de-rigger 

was quickly caught on the ramp when his light went out, 

allowing us to progressively leap-frog them all on the way out.  

After the wet conditions, slow progress and hitting her head at 

least 3 times coming up the pitches, Karen’s language on 

reaching the surface was even more mature than the blue 

cheese-topped chicken she had at the pub in Winster 

afterwards. 

TUG:  3½-4 hours – Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, 

Paul Lydon, Gareth Harrison & James Harrison. 

Gareth Harrison 

P8 JACKPOT 

Saturday, 17 June 2017 
Afternoon trip into P8, water surprisingly high considering 

there was a dry week previously.  2nd SRT trip for Kester, did 

well on both pitches.  To sump and back out again to glorious 

sunshine. 

Then to hut Bar-B-Q. 

TUG: - Simon & Kester Brooks 

Simon Brooks 

LATHKILL HEAD CAVE TOP ENTRANCE 

Sunday, 18 June 2017 
Following a pleasant Bar-B-Q we headed over to One Ash 

Grange where the farmer allowed us to park up the track, 

thereby avoiding the ‘jamboree’ of the ‘Eroica Cycling 

Festival’ in Monyash. 

Hot and sunny walk across field, looking for entrance in 

wrong field initially!!! 

Pleasant trip down pitches into Lathkiller Hall and out.  Bit 

more challenging SRT for Kester, who did fine and not phased 

by changeovers and hanging belays. 

Back out to sunshine and a quick ice-cream stop at Parsley 

Hay before returning to hut. 

Pleasant trip, where to next? 

TUG: - Simon & Kester Brooks 

Simon Brooks 

MASSON QUARRY SHAFT 
YOUDS LEVEL THROUGH TRIP 

+ DEVONSHIRE CAVERN 

Saturday, 17 June 2017 
Nice through trip to escape the heat outside. 

The two wet grovels were both easily passable with a bit of 

raking out of some gravel. 

Excellent, interesting through trip as usual. 

Took a circuitous route back to the car in the shade visiting 

Devonshire Cavern on the way. 

Nice to have another look in there and cool off! 

TUG: - Pete Wagstaff & Paul Thorne 

Paul Thorne 

MASKHILL MINE 

Sunday, 18 June 2017 
Very hot walk up the hillside carrying a total of 1000ft of rope 

+ 30 carabiners! 

Nice uneventful trip down to West Chamber in Oxlow.  

Always an interesting and impressive place to visit, and pretty 

safe compared to how it was when I first visited it 30 (?) years 

ago. 

Most of the loose rock is now no more and plenty of good 

bolts to rig from. 

Paul did the rigging for a change (not too many complaints) 

and Phil did a splendid job de-rigging. 

TUG:  About 5½ hours – Pete Wagstaff, Phil Wall & Paul 

Thorne 

Paul Thorne 
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DCA NEWSDCA NEWSDCA NEWSDCA NEWS    
 

 

CONSERVATION & ACCESS 

Bottle Pot 

Access here is extremely sensitive at present. If you wish to 

visit the cave it is essential to phone in advance for 

permission, 01298 23618, and be willing to provide proof of 

insurance.  However, access may be refused so please respect 

this. 

Mouldridge Mine 

The frame of the door has now been fixed and the sign is now 

back on. 

Kirkland Shaft, Devonshire Mine 

The new shaft is actually in the garden of the house and we are 

currently in the process of organizing access for cavers. 

There is some work still to do on the fitments of the lid but, 

once this is done, we’ll let everyone know how access is to be 

arranged.  Please be patient and we’ll circulate the information 

asap. 

Holme Bank Chert Mine 

At present the Lower Entrance remains closed. For the 

moment access procedure is as follows: 

• Applications in advance to Oldfield Design, tel. 01629 

813301; 

• Follow instructions on which entrances are available for 

use; 

• Parking permitted in Office car park at weekends and 

outside normal office hours in the week; 

• Liability insurance cover required plus acceptance of all 

risks associated with entry to the Mine. 

Mandale Mine Access 

Unfortunately it has proved impossible to maintain safe access 

to the site using the “Derbyshire Key” system because persons 

unknown persistently leave the gate open after undoing the 

bolt. Lathkill Dale is very popular with the general public and 

it is essential that the mine site is kept safe to avoid danger to 

the public and, in particular, to children. 

Reluctantly DCA and Natural England have had to change the 

arrangements and have now installed a combi-lock, so cavers 

wanting access will need to obtain the code in advance.  To do 

this, please email the DCA Access Officer on 

access-off@theDCA.org.uk, giving your name and the date on 

which you wish to visit. 

Please note that all cavers visiting the site are required to hold 

Public Liability Insurance, eg BCA Membership insurance, or 

similar. 

Nuts at Knotlow 

One of the nuts holding the large outer lid on the Engine shaft 

at Knotlow went missing at the end of July.  As it’s a large nut 

and the exact size was unknown, it’s taken until 6th August to 

find a replacement.  Please take care to secure the nuts if you 

use the lid and, if one does go missing, please let the DCA 

Projects Officer, Pete Knight, know: 

projects@theDCA.org.uk. 

All DCA Access Information is now on the Web 

The DCA website now has all the details for access to 

caves/mines in the Peak District, including location maps, 

preferred access routes and rigging topos where appropriate. 

We hope to be able to add links to surveys soon.  (To find the 

information, click in the “Cave” logo on the left of the home 

page). 

If you find any errors or need for amendments/updates, please 

contact the DCA Secretary on secretary@theDCA.org.uk, and 

we’ll arrange for the website to be updated so that the 

information is always current. 

(The old DCA Handbook, published in 2012 is now 

superseded and should no longer be relied on for up-to-date 

information). 

 

EQUIPMENT & SAFETY 

Eldon Hole Ground Anchors 

The defunct anchors at the top of Eldon Hole have now all 

been replaced by Dan Hibberts and co, following consultations 

with Bob Dearman and Pete Knight.  The original anchors had 

rotted and were removed by being given a hefty kick, so 

constructing suitable long-lasting replacements has taken some 

time and thought. 

The new anchors are threaded rock anchors, 25mm dia x 1m 

depth, topped by a ring, and are fixed with grout.  Even if 

there was no grout in the hole it is almost certain that the 

anchor would be OK because of the leverage involved. 

So all the anchors at the top of Eldon Hole are once more in 

place and solid. Many thanks to all those involved in 

completing this job on behalf of DCA. 

Eldon Hole, Damocles Rift fixed rope 

Fixed ropes in Eldon Hole have recently been replaced.  Note 

that DCA does not install or maintain fixed ropes and is not 

responsible for the fixed rope leading up to Damocles Rift 

from Millers Chamber. 

DCA has installed and maintains the anchors and cords for the 

pull-thro’ system which allows access to Millers Chamber 

from the Main Chamber of Eldon Hole, requiring cavers to 

provide their own 55m rope with which to make the climb up. 

 

FAREWELL TO HITCH ‘N’ HIKE 

Hitch ‘n’ Hike will be closing its doors for the final time late 

this August, after 33 years.  If you're in the area between now 

and then they will still be open and Shaun, Angela, John and 

Jane would like to see you before they go. 
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The OCC Committee 
 

Chairman:  
chairman@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 

 

Secretary: Chris Jackson 
secretary@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 

 

Treasurer: Tricia Webber 
treasurer@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 

 

Librarian: Simon Brooks 
librarian@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 

 

Hostel Warden: Pete Wagstaff 
lynnandpete@cavexmine.co.uk 

 

Tackle Master: Keith Slatcher 
rooneytoons@ntlworld.com 

 

Caving Secretary: Dave Philips 
caving@rollsroyce16.plus.com 

 

Committee Members: 

Doug Hobbs: 
doughobbs@gmail.com 

Paul Lydon: 
paul@potholer.org 

 

 

Cottage Booking Secretary: Jenny Potts 
bookings@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 

 
 

 

Representatives & Keyholders 

 

 

OCC Rep to DCA Meetings: 
Karen Slatcher 

 

OCC Rep to BCRA Meetings: 
Jenny Potts 

 

OCC Rep to BCA Meetings: 
Jenny Potts 

 

OCC Rep to DCRO Meetings: 
Paul Lydon 

 

 

 

 

Tackle Store Keys held by: 
Ken Morton, Simon Brooks 

Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon 

Keith Slatcher & Chris Jackson 

 

Library Cupboard Keys held by: 
Potts, Simon Brooks 

Doug Hobbs, Pete Wagstaff 

Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher 

Charlotte Heaton 

 

OCC Gear Cupboard Keys held by: 
Ken Morton, Pete Wagstaff 

Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE NEWSLETTER WILL BE VOL 52, NO 7-9, JULY-SEPTEMBER 2017 

Please bear in mind that without your write-ups, photos and articles, there will be very little to send out (apart from my own write-

ups and photos), so I will be nagging for write-ups if you’ve promised to do them! 

Black and white surveys and maps are very welcome, as are black and white drawings – these can be used to great effect to fill 

gaps!  We are usually limited to 4 pages of colour photos or maps per issue, but please send them in regardless – if there are 

enough you may get a centre spread as well.  If you can email your article that would be really helpful, but I’m not fussy, I’ll 

happily accept contributions scribbled on the back of a beer mat! 

Please send your contributions by email to newsletter@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk or by post, handwritten or typed to: 

Karen Slatcher, Kirby House, Main Street, Winster, MATLOCK, Derbyshire  DE4 2DH 

 

www.orpheuscavingclub.org.uk 
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Roof decorations beyond traverse in  Oana in the entrance to Poulnagollum Oana in the Faunarooska streamway 

Faunarooska (Photos: Simon Brooks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Erratic near Fairy Hill  (Photo:  Simon Brooks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Orpheus barbecue 

17 June 2017 

(Photo:  Dave Garth) 
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James Harrison admiring flowstone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

James descending the last short pitch 

before the big 50m pitch at the bottom 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Paul emerging from the entrance while Keith and James look on – Ingleborough in the distance 


